
The Social Future

Introductorychallenges

Project controls & governance
Engagement and management
Developing PMO people capabilities

The place of the PMO Getting recognised
Better understanding

Defining what they want
PMO Metrics

Will highlight reports
be replaced by tweets?

Positives

As they happen
More real-time

Extremely concise
Keep higher levels engaged
Make it easy for senior figures
PMO to provide this concise version?

Why could they not be?

Level of information needed/provided
Security concerns with sharing

Politics

Department/hierarchy perceptions
Interpretation of same information
Messaging of updates is correct
Is it politics, or clear comms?

Pull (rather than push) sharing Management by exception
People help themselves

Highlight Reports
Do they spark other activity?

Feedback loops? Check with sponsors
Consistent approaches

Roles, skills, competencies:
Implications for people
who work in PMO

Digital competence will be key

Greater use of technology Moving in this direction
Struggle for some companies

Communication skills

Moving away from admin
Into a more critical/critique role

Some people will struggle with this
Not ready for this
Not wanting this

Specialists vs generalists Expectation to be an expert
Good opportunity for new era career

Definition of projectmanager vs PMO
Increasingly blurred
PMO taking over more

Managing PMO peopleyou don't know about?
Who's in profession?

PM Assessment tool
Scoring an A/B

Who's in community?

Technology
replacing PMO?

PMO must demonstrate value

Consistency Tech requires consistent approach
PMO can provide/guide consistency

PMO Role
Pulling it all together
Bridging technology gaps
PMO as "critical friend"

Benefits
Actively managingbenefit realisation?

Often an afterthought
Often moves on too fast

Central benefits managementNot part of the PMO function

Role of PMO in communitybuilding community?

Define who/what is a professional

Define pathways for upskillingPair junior with experience
Best practice sharing

Develop the niche communities

Drive inter-company learning?Bring in learning from outside
Finding time would be the challenge

Organisational
sharing?

Exchanging ideas?
Not much happening

Some onlineE.g. Yammer groups

Events etc

Actually getting people there
Provide a compelling reason

What's in it for me?E.g. Donuts
Make it easy

Vision for a
PMO in 2025?

Proper qualification for PMO
Positive steps happening

New competency framework
Give us the role definitions

People understand PMO
What it is?
What I do?

What value?

Not have to 'sell' PMO

You don't sell 'marketing dept'
So why sell PMO?

Alternative names?
EPMO?

Consistent use

Dislike the 'office' in PMO
Not a separate entity

Part of the community
Grease in the wheels

Integral part of PM community

Influence strategyTrusted advisor
Senior level guidance
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